HOW HOME MORTGAGE / SUPERFUND SCAMS WORK!
(AS SEEN ON TV)

Premier Newman
‘Justice Chesterman’s
proof of failure to
the due process!’

Thanks to the Aus / Qld Community Cabinet and Premier Beattie
to Premier Newman's solution and correction, Newman
explained it the best. To break the problem up into (24) sections
and solve each section at a time.

REFORM!

1.

Identified by the QLS as the best case for (education and training in laying integrated
Crown criminal charges for teamwork style) law reform.

2.

Start at the top with our banking investment scams to our multi-billion dollar
superfund industry.***

3.

Study (i) the Madoff USA / SEC stock exchange scams. His reported 150yr jail term
for an $18billion estimated loss to superfund style investors. (ii) The latest JPMorgan
Chase & Co. as an American multinational banking and financial services holding
company on-selling home mortgages known as the toxic assets scams or in the
banking industry as contract debt obligations (CDO's). This is like DLC's, FEC's
and the $68million CBA Storm Investment scam payout. In brief:- the banks / credit
regulators bundled up packages of home mortgages and gave them a fraudulent
AAA+ rating and on-sold the packages to superfund management for banks to gain
on average a 90% cash return. The superfund managers believed the home
mortgages were a sound investment, but in reality the home loans were overvalued
and toxic.

4.

The need is to prevent Supreme Court stuff-ups by educating and training, for
example, the CIB now Insp. Trevor Kidd, refer CC Sect. 391 as proof. Fraud Squad
then Det. Sgt. Brett Heath, refer CC Sect. 399. Ignored by the LSC, EPA, IPA, CMC,
DPP, ASIC / CALDB (refer S Court Judge Margaret White and John Muir's Court of
Appeal unanswered questions). To explain how superfund subdivision developers
are extorted by the 'Site Solutions' protection racket.

5.

Bikies or similar are used as the muscle to control the extortion demands, for example
$47,692 as a vexatious non approved CBA claim as part of a protection racket for an
estimated $4.4m reward.

6.

Working in prison reform and R&D we just let this HEHS superfund scam run its
natural course, under Police supervision. Referred to in the crime industry as
natural or holistic justice. We just happened to be in the right place at the right
time.*** To run a multiple community cabinet and Tim Allen our Accountant exposed
$10,000 EPA Sect. 32 sabotage test case model. (TBC) That is also identified by the
ASIC / Integrated Planning Act model for the LSC / CMC / QDPP / ASIC / CALDB test
case correction. This was due to the failed engineering SAA style arbitration seen by
more untrained Police, e.g. refer Area Commander Steve Pettinger's quote “This is a
civil matter outside the control of the Qld Police.” Therefore we support the new
smart Police Commissioner Ian Stewart's / Police Union's direction and Prosecution
report.*** For further Police education and training to fix Assistant Commissioner
Peter Martin's confirmed PESC mistake.

Caused by Assistant Commissioner Pat Doonan's Police Risk Management order,
quote “Due to Police availability and time this case is closed.” Known as the
Police iron curtain.*** Hence, we volunteered this $1m Police requested budget to
support another Asst. Police Commissioner and senior CBA 'whistleblowers'
recommendation for Newman to use 'the Judicial Review Act'.*** Where in total 14
Judges were tricked, cheated and deceived by Davida as a trained QDPP Public
Prosecutor. E.g. Chesterman was just one of the Judges who did not follow the due
process and was unaccountable in checking the details as confirmed by the Law
Reform Judge Pat Shanahan for the QLS. (TBC)
7.

This is also covered by the smart ACCC - LBB of Scams available free at your local
Police Station, refer pg16 as the most common ASIC style small business scam.
Known as a false invoice or part of a much larger 'contract debt obligation' to most
superfund investors.***

8.

This was controlled by Doonan under the protection of the then Justice Minister Rod
Welford, who apologised for being tricked by Davida who is a now self confessed
forger, fraudster and felon.

9.

To mean, (i) we paid $10,000 for Tim Allen's ‘damage report’, (ii) we paid $30,000 to
Brad Jones as proof of the 'Site Solutions' protection racket, (iii) the CBA admitted
liability by paying $25,000 and sacking their loans / relationship Manager James
Pitman who approved a CBA Rescue Management plan for us as the developer to
sell at a 'fire sale' price to the superfund beneficiaries to a value of $850,000 to gain
approval for the subdivision loan. (iv) The bank's mistake in their loan agreement was
to order us to sell the proposed subdivision without title and deposit. (v) Then order
us to rip up the bank's 'bypass contracts' that were provided by our Solicitor Adam
Sambrook. Hence, you must study and fully understand Tim Allen's $10,000 paid for
'damage report', as to how he was the only superfund beneficiary to rip up his
contract, therefore he lost an estimated profit of $115,000. (TBC) (vi) Then the CBA
had Davida destroy the last known copy of the fraudulent bank loan agreement from
our file, known as breaking CC Sect. 399. This is part of a fraudulent QDPP pleabargain to prevent a 3yr prison sentence for her 6 bank $1.3m scams, later converted
to a 6mth sentence, but this proves the QLS case of abandonment to protect the
'Site Solutions' protection racket that supplies the kickbacks and bribes to the
crime cartel.***

10. Thanks to the Community Cabinet, Court Registrars frustration and now Minister's
Fiona Simpson, Mark McArdle and Andrew Powell actions, we are now working with
Professor Michele Pathè, criminologist / mental health expert, to set out this case for
the Qld Police Minister The Hon. Jack Dempsey MP and the Federal and State
Attorney Generals George Brandis and Jarrod Bleijie. The Supreme Court mediation
order result, was to also focus on the Fair Trading and CMC Acts to pay the HEHS
superfund beneficiaries and the ATO for their lost revenue, estimated at $460,311
where the CBA agreed to pay all legal costs due to their ongoing mistakes
TO TRY AND DESTROY OUR GOOD NAME BY THE CRIME KNOWN AS
CHARACTER ASSASSINATION AND IN SO DOING PREVENT THE EXPOSURE
OF THE 'SITE SOLUTION' (SUPERFUND) PROTECTION RACKET.

TO ABANDON, LITIGATE, LIQUIDATE = ALL-FRAUD.
To

make

it

legal

Signed John Bright

CRIME PREVENTION IS THE SOLUTION

Email: brights@live.com.au
Website: www.all-fraud.net
1 Manley Drive
Montville Qld 4560
Ph: (07) 5478 5906

